Construction Shipping Solutions

Expert service from start to finish

Lynden delivers a competitive advantage to Alaska
From source to site, Lynden moves your
construction supplies with the speed and
cost that best matches your project’s timeline.
Lynden understands that construction is a competitive industry that requires highly
efficient transportation of all supplies, especially complex building packages for
assembly in Alaska. We also understand that it requires careful coordination so that
the specific pieces are delivered to the job site as they are needed.

Why Lynden
Lynden has geared its services to fully take advantage of the trucking payloads available in the Pacific Northwest and Alaska.
What that means to you is we can offer source-to-site 53' flatbed and van service with payloads in excess of 60,000 pounds
without the cost and risk of transferring loads. With Lynden you only ship two loads compared to other shipping methods
and sourcing regions such as California where it would require three loads. Using Lynden means you will have fewer loads
and no transfers, which ensures the erector knows where each piece is and the assurance that the materials are in the
same order and condition as when the supplier loaded them. As a result, the project goes smoothly with no logistical delays.
Lynden offers flexible terms with the ability to offer source-to-site, and Seattle-to-site pricing to best fit your terms with your
supplier or customer.
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Multi-modal shipping experts
Lynden is a multi-modal asset-based transportation company with more
than 60 years of experience shipping to Alaska. We have developed helpful
guidelines on packaging and securement for your shipments to ensure a
safe and damage-free journey over the ocean leg of its journey. A Lynden
representative would be happy to work with your team to review loading plans.
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There is a guidebook available at www.lynden.com/steel.pdf
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